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Xipeng Wang
Abstract
This report introduces an audio processing algorithm. It provides a way to access smart devices
using audio. Although there are many audio assistants already on the market, most of them will
not be able to control the smart devices. Therefore, this new system presented in this report will
provide a way to analysis the customers questions. Then the algorithm will be able to query smart
device information, modify the schedule or provide the reason for some arrangement.
1 Introduction
With the development of AI technology, more and more smart devices appear in real life. Such
as cleaning robot, smart refrigerator and smart speaker. The increment of intelligent products raises
one problem that it is difficult to schedule and control them. Although Amazon Echo and Google
Home can solve some part of this question, it will be better to have a system or assistant can help
customers manage these machines.[FYP17]
Therefore, a smart home audio assistant is implemented to figure out the problem. First, let us
assume that there is a scheduler that can gather information from multiple smart home devices. This
schedule producer can generate a flexible schedule with some constraints to minimize the electricity
cost.[FYP17] The purpose of this project is that let customers be able to modify and query the
schedule using voice control. This voice controller algorithm must be robustness to the audio input
and provide regular feedback based on the requests from users.
2 Algorithm
There are four main parts of the algorithm. The first part is the voice input part, which will use
the microphone to collect users audio input and transform it into text. Then the text information
will be passed to the second part: text analysis. Text analysis is a key part of this project. It will
decompose the texts and analyze the words to figure out the customers intent using NLP algorithm.
This part will produce a standard output to make the next step easier. The part after the text
analysis is querying the schedule. This querying part will collect corresponding information from the
schedule and generate a human-understandable text reply using the standard information from the
last step. The last step is translating the text to audio and play it to users.
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Figure 1: The code for recording the audio
Figure 2: The code for translating audio to text
2.1 Voice input to text
There are two easy steps for this part. Firstly, the algorithm will use the mciSendString function
provided by the Windows system to access the systems microphone. This microphone will record
the voice input and store it to a single channel .wav file because the next step will only take single
channel audio file as input. In Figure 1, line 80, the variable named channels is 1. Then in Figure 1
line 92, the audio capture length is set in seconds. The code showing in Figure 1 will generate a .wav
audio file collected from the microphone with a given name.
The second step for this part is transforming the audio input to text output. The Google Cloud
provides an API called Speech-to-Text. This API enables developers to convert audio to text. Figure
2 shows the code using this API to convert the file. In line 214, the variable means the path to the
audio file to transcribe. From line 222 to line 231 will set the features of the audio file as we collected
in the previous step. At last, the code will get the response from Google Cloud API and return the
text as function output.
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Figure 3: A example of Word2Vec
Figure 4: Some examples of WordNet Similarity results
2.2 Text analysis and NLP algorithm
Now, the text translation from the users audio input is available. Text analysis aims to find
out customers aiming. So, three keywords must be recognized: device name, action, and question
type. As the algorithm should be robust enough to handle different questions, word similarity will
be helpful. One of the most well-known algorithms for word similarity is Word2Vec. Word2Vec will
generate a word matrix where each row is a vector of that word. For every word in the given text,
Word2Vec will scan through the whole text with a fixed length window.[Ron14] As shown in Figure
3, the blue words are inside the moving window, and the target word is yellow. The algorithm will
count the frequency that words appeared inside the window. After scanning a large corpus of text,
each unique word will have its vector. The similarity of the two words is the distance between two
vectors. However, there are a few drawbacks of Word2Vec. The input must be a large corpus of text
to generate an accurate matrix. The other disadvantage is that one word will only have one vector
which means if this single word has multiple meanings, the word vector will not be able to deal with
it.[LM14]
For this project, one word may have multiple meanings. For example, the word water can indicate
both a water machine and water tank. The other problem is that there is not enough text to train this
particular word matrix. Therefore, to avoid these two issues, WordNet is the solution. A WordNet is a
dictionary. It stores each word by their meanings which followed by all the words synonyms.[PPM04]
Same as the regular dictionary, different kinds of words, such as verb adj, are separated. The similarity
between the two words is calculating by the words listed below each target word. Figure 4 shows
some examples.
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(a) A sample dictionary for devices (b) A sample similarity matrix
Figure 5: Example for similarity algorithm
Figure 6: Some examples of text processing
The new algorithm is combining these two well-known methods. As mentioned before, to make a
standard output, three components must be recognized. Therefore, the same as the WordNet, three
dictionaries are built. The device dictionary is shown in Figure 5(a). Each line is the same meaning
words pointing to a single device. As presented in Figure 5(a), there are nine different devices, and
each device has multiple similar words. With this dictionary, a matrix can be computed using the
following algorithm. For every unique word in this dictionary, there will be a value compared to all
words. If two words are the same, the value will be 1. If not, the value will be:
value(a, b) =
# of a and b appeared in the line
# of a or b appeared in the line
where a and b denotes two words. A sample matrix is built and shown in the Figure 5(b). For
example, the 2/4 value in the row washer, whose denominator is the number of lines that washer or
water is showing in the dictionary. That is line three, six, seven and nine. The nominator is the two
words showing in the same line, which is line six and nine. Therefore, the value is 2/4. Similarly,
three dictionaries and matrices are computed.
With the similarity algorithm, the input text is processed and decomposed into four keywords
output. Three examples in Figure 6. The second column is the output for this part, and it will be
used to query the schedule.
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(a) A sample JSON schedule (b) The code query from the schedule
Figure 7: Example for querying the schedule
2.3 Query schedule
The schedule is in JSON form, and a sample schedule is in Figure 7(a). The query code is in
Figure 7(b). The name variable in line 403 is coming from the device keyword. The same kind of
variables is in line 407 and 409, where comes from action and time. The question keywords are used
to decide which kind of questions that user is asking, and not in this part of this code.
2.4 Voice output
Enough information should be collected in the last step and combined into text output using the
values from the schedule. This text can be uploaded to Google Translate using an HTTP request. The
website will translate the text into an mp3 audio file. Same as the audio input part, the mciSendString
function is used to play the audio file using the systems speaker.
3 Test and results
3.1 Robustness test
As described in the introduction part, this algorithm should be robust enough to deal with different
formats of questions. So, the test questionnaire will not specify the format of asking questions.
Therefore, the test will provide a scenario description, which is a small story. Then ask the testers to
ask the system for some information. By setting up questions in this way, the questionnaire will be
able to test the robustness of this algorithm. A sample question is in Figure 8
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Figure 8: A sample question in the questionnaire
Figure 9: A response of the questionnaire
3.2 Results
The program will store the users input and the system output as a log file. In Figure 9, the first
question the system not recognize the users audio correctly, but the response is right. The system
made a mistake in the fourth question. Because the system does not record the keyword ”turn”, the
response is wrong. The correct answer is in the fifth question. At last, when a user asks something
unrelated, the system response is in the sixth question.
4 Future development
For the whole system presented in this report, it is not smart enough to deal with all situations.
For example, this similarity method will not be able to understand not on command. Apart from
that, the similarity matrix algorithm combining two well-known methods is only my simple idea.
There must be better ways to optimize it. Moreover, the neural network is also an excellent way
to do the users intent analysis. At last, the response can be smarter. When some essential part is
missing, the system may ask the user some question to provide the missing value to full fill the query.
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5 Appendix
This is link to the code: https://github.com/MinuteMaidJuice/Audio-Assistant
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